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In this paper we obtain a characterization of certain C-groups [7] as the 
only simple groups admitting a noninner automorphism of order two with 
fixed points isomorphic to L,(2’9. 0 ur notation is standard and includes 
the “bar convention.” Our result follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Jinite group containing an involution t such that 
C,(t) = (t) x L, where L/O,,(L) s L,(q), q = 2” > 2. Assume O,,(G) = 1. 
Then either G = Co(t) or N < G < Aut N where N s L,(q) X L,(q), 
L2k12), L,(P), U!7), or h - 
Of course if C,(t) s (t) x L,(2), then Sylow 2-subgroups of G are 
dihedral or semidihedral, and G is of known type. I1 denotes the smallest 
of Janko’s simple groups [6]. 
We first show that t $ G’ unless G s J1 . 
LEMMA 1. Let t be an involution in the $nite group G. Let T be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C = Cc(t). Assume that N,(T)/O,,(N,(T)) = (t‘) x &(ti), 
where v has odd order and To<@) is a Frobenius group of order 2”(2” - l), 
n > 1. Then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G OY else 
(a) G has a subgroup H of index two; 
(b) v normalizes a t-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing T, 
and induces on it a Frobenius automorphism of order 2” - 1. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Since T is not a Sylow 
subgroup of G, t is not weakly closed in T with respect to G; for the same 
reason T+ is not completely fused. Since T,# and tT,# are each completely 
fused by v, cc&(t) n T = T - T,, or (t) u To*. But since T is abelian, 
No(T) controls fusion of the conjugates of t in T. I f  tz E T, for some 
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x E No(T), then since n j 1, ux E T, for some II E T,,# and so (tu)” E T,,# 
is fused to tu E tT,,#. Hence T# is completely fused, contradiction. Therefore 
ccl,(t) n T = T - T,, . In particular, No(T) < No(T,,). The hypothesis 
on N,(T) yields that No( T)/Co( T) is sharply 2-transitive on T - T, 
(CT - To) = T), so is Frobenius of order 2”(2” - l), with a complement 
generated by v. 
Let N = No(T,,), N = N/T0 . We verify our hypotheses in N. C,(f) = 
N,(T). Let Tl be a Sylow 2-subgroup of No( T); we may assume v normalizes 
Tl . By the structure of N(T)/C( T), u acts regularly on (T,/(i))+. No 
element of T - T, is a square, so neither is f, so Tr is elementary abelian. 
By the Frattini argument N(T) n N(TJC( T) n N(T,) s N(T)/C(T). 
Barring, and using C(T) = T x O,,(C(T)), we get 
c,(q n NN( ~lY02G(~> n Nd Tl)> s z2 x (NT)IW)h 
since Ti is elementary. Hence the hypotheses hold in N. 
By induction, v normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup T, of N containing Tl . 
As T, 4 T, and v is transitive on T,,#, T,, < Z(T,). Observing C, we find 
T,, = Z(T,), as T, > T. Therefore T, is a Sylow subgroup of G. Since 
T,, is weakly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C, N controls G-fusion of 
conjugates of t in T, . If Tl # T, , then by induction t $ w’. By the 
Thompson transfer lemma, t 4 G’. Moreover v induces Frobenius auto- 
morphisms of order 2” - 1 on maximal subgroups of both Tl and i=‘a, 
so (b) holds in G. On the other hand, if Tl = T, , then M = [T, , v] is 
maximal in T, , and contains T,, but not t. By the Thompson lemma again, 
t has a conjugate t’ E M - T,, . Since T, ,( Z(M), the Frobenius action of v 
on M forces M to be elementary abelian. Then 1 Cc(t)lz 3 1 M 1 = 
22” > 1 T I, contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
The next two lemmas will give the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Let q = 2” > 2. Let S be a 2-group of order qk, k > 2, 
admitting a Frobenius automorphism v of order q - 1. Suppose S has a v- 
invariant subgroup S, which is a direct product of n cyclic groups of order 2k-I. 
If [S, S,,] = D(S) = 0(&J, then Cs,(x) < @(S,) for all x E S - So . 
Proof. Clearly we may assume k = 3, i.e., w(S,) = 1. Clearly S’ = 
Q(S). Let W = S,/S and let V be a v-invariant complement to W in S/S. 
We consider V, W, and s’ as GF(2)( )- v mo u es. Commuting and squaring d 1 
give homomorphisms from V @ W and W, respectively, onto s’. Since v 
is Frobenius, by extending the field to K = GF(q), we can find bases {era} 
and {wu,}, 1 < i < n, of V, and W, such that vie = e2’vi , wiO = f  24wi, 
where e, f  E K* have order q - 1. Thus (w$~)~ = f  2iwi2. Now [vi , wj]” = 
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e27ai[vi , wJ so [vi , wj] = 0 unless e 2’ f 2’ = frm for some m, in which case 
[r+ , wi] is a multiple of w, 2. For each i, there is at most one solution of the 
above equation with 1 < j, m < n. So there exist J, ME C,, and nonzero 
ci E K such that [vi , wJ] = &,J(i)ciw&u, . 
Now let x E I/#. Write x = C up, , a( E K. Then all a, # 0 since s 
generates V, as K(v)-module. Similarly, if y E We, y = C biwi with all 
bi # 0. Then [x, JJ] = C a,b,u,ciwLu, # 0. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let q = 2” > 2. Let S be u 2-group admitting commuting 
automorphisms t, v of orders 2, q - 1. Suppose v is Frobetzius and j C,(t)/ = q. 
If S is not abelian, then S has class 2, 1 S ( < q3, and Z(S) = C&t). 
Proof. Let S, = [S, t]. Then S’s is w-invariant so 1 S: S, / > q. But 
S, contains the 1 S l/q commutators [s, t], s E S, so these comprise S,, and 
S, is inverted by t. Since S, admits w, Q,(S,) = C,(t) and S, is homocyclic 
on n generators. If sZ,(S) < S, , then S is abelian or a Suzuki 2-group, 
and the result follows from [5]. S 0 we may assume S - Ss contains involu- 
tions. Because of w, then, @(S) = @(S,-,). Moreover, commutation with t 
gives an isomorphism (over GF(2)(v)) from S/S, to S,/@(S,), so if x E S - S, 
is an involution, x inverts [Ix, t] E S, - @(So). It follows that [S, S,] = @(S,) 
and Z(S) = Cs(t); if S is a minimal counterexample, then ] S ] = @ since 
S/Z(S) satisfies the hypotheses. 
Now s = S/@(S,,) is a homogeneous (w)-module. So if %E S#, the 
(v)-conjugates of f generate a v-invariant subgroup w of order q; if x $ Ss 
then W n S, = @(S,). If x is an involution, then W/@(@(S,)) is a homo- 
geneous (v)-module, so in the same way W has a v-invariant elementary 
abelian subgroup W, of order q2 containing x. Both S and W satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2, since x inverts the generator [x, t] of Ss . Since 
W,S, = S we get C,(X) < W and then C,(X) < W, . Hence C,(X) = W, 
is elementary of order q2 for all involutions x E S - S, . So W, # W, 
implies W, n W, = Z(S) f or such involutions X, y. If W, + S, then since 
W, is v-invariant, it has q S-conjugates, all inside W. It follows that 
W - @(S,,) consists of involutions, each of which therefore inverts @(S,). 
This is absurd since @(S,) is not elementary and W/a(&) is not cyclic. 
Hence W, ~3 S, and S = W,S, has class 2; since x inverts [x, t], 5’s 
has exponent 4 and ] S ] = qa, a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
For the rest of the proof let G be a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
(i) G = H(t), where H is nonabelian simple, t $ H. H has a t-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup S on which v induces a Frobenius automorphism of order 
q- 1. 
Proof. If G has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, then Walter’s theorem [g] 
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yields easily that G g Jr . By Lemma 1, all the claims hold, except simplicity 
of H. Let K be the socle of H. Since O,(C) n H = O,p(G) = 1, K is the 
direct product of nonabelian simple groups. Thus C,,(K) = 1. Moreover, 
Cdt) u GO) and I WI is even, so Cdl) covers L/O,(L) s Ldq). So 
Cx(t) has no central involution, so C,(K) = 1. The minimality of G forces 
H = K. Since CH(t) has a unique composition factor of even order, H is a 
product of two simple factors switched by t, if not simple. In the first case 
each factor is isomorphic to C,,(t) so H = L,(q) x L,(q), contradiction. 
(ii) S is special, ( S ) = q8, Z(S) = Cs(t), I Cs(X)l = p for all 
x E S - Z(S), and S has two elementary abelian subgroups A and B of order q” 
intersecting in Z(S) and together containing all involutions of S. 
Proof. If S is abelian, then inspecting the possibilities given by [8], 
we find H c L,(g). So Z(S) = CJt) by Lemma 3. If sZ,(S) is abelian, 
then it follows easily from Goldschmidt’s theorem [2] that HE U,(q). 
So sZ,(S) is nonabelian; because of v, this implies that I S I > q2. By 
Lemma 3, I S I = q8. Since S has class 2 and Z(S) is elementary and a 
minimal v-invariant subgroup, S is special. Lemma 2 applies with S, = 
[S, t], so CsO(x) < Z(S) for x E S - S, . This implies ( C,(x)1 < q2 for 
all x E S - Z(S), and equality holds since I S/S’ I = q2. Moreover, C,(x) 
is elementary if x $2(S) is an involution, by the proof of Lemma 3. So 
it suffices to show that S contains precisely 2q2 - q - 1 involutions. Since 
1 C,(x)1 = 1 S/S 1 for x # Z(S) all nonlinear irreducible characters of S 
vanish off Z(S). Because of v, S has exactly q - 1 such characters, of degree q, 
all with the same Frobenius-Schur signature. So x2 = 1 has q, q2, or 2q2 - q 
solutions in S; it must be 2q2 - q since 52,(S) is nonabelian. 
(iii) H has one class of involutions. 
proof. By (ii), if x E S - Z(S), the coset x2(S) is completely fused. 
v normalizes A and B so A - Z(S), B - Z(S), and .Z(S)s are each com- 
pletely fused in H. If H has more than one class of involutions, then either 
Z(S), A, or B is strongly closed in S with respect to H and [2] gives a con- 
tradiction, as above. 
(9 adz) = G(Z(S)Kv~. 
Proof. I C,(t)1 = q implies I C,,,,(t)] < q. So t inverts at most 4” ele- 
ments of S. It follows that all involutions in St are S-conjugate to t. So 
No(S(t)) = S(Co(t) A No(S(t))) < C&?(S))(v) by hypothesis. By the 
Frattini argument N&?(S)) < C&(S)) N(S(t))), and the result follows. 
(v) Let XEZ(S)*, X = C,(x). Then N,(A) < C(Z(S)). 
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Proof. Let M = N,(A), R = 02’(M). By (iv) and the Frattini argument 
(S < R) it suffices to show R < N(Z(S)). Let i? = R/A. If 7 E S# then 
C,(y) = Z(S) by (ii). So C,( 7) < N(Z(S)). So we may assume R has 
a strongly embedded subgroup. By [8], R involves L,(q). Since A is a Sylow 
subgroup of C(A), some element of 2 induces an automorphism of A of 
order q + 1, fixing x. But it is well known that L2,-r(2) has no element 
of order 2” + 1, contradiction. 
(vi) NH(Z(S)) is solvable of 2-hgth one. 
Proof. Let M = C,(Z(S)), m = M/(Z(S) x O,,(M)). If the result is 
false, then O”‘(m) has a simple direct factor K with one class of involutions, 
by [8]. Thus a2 = b2 for all involutions a, &E x. Hence if K n S is not 
elementary, R has q - 1 v-conjugates, and 49-l < q2, which is absurd. 
So K n S is elementary, whence K/O,(K) g Z(S) x R. However, this 
implies [K n S, S] = 1, a contradiction. 
(vii) H is a C-group. 
Proof. Note that A is weakly closed in S with respect to G (otherwise 
A and B are switched in N(S), and N(S)/S has even order). Let x E Z(S)“, 
X = C,(x). Then N,(A) controls H-fusion in A, so every element of 
Z(S)++ is weakly closed in A (and similarly in B) with respect to X, by (v). 
By (ii) and the Z*-theorem [l], N&Z(S)) covers X/O,(X). By (vi), X is 
solvable of 2-length one. Now SClvs(S) # 0, so (iii) and a theorem of 
Gorenstein and Walter [4] imply O,(X) = 1, so H is a C-group. 
By the main theorem of [7] and (ii), H g L,(q), a final contradiction 
proving the theorem. 
We remark that Goldschmidt’s theorem can be avoided in the proof. 
In (ii), it must be allowed that S is a Suzuki 2-group (the Frobenius-Schur 
signature is not 0 since the characters are real valued). Arguments essentially 
the same as above establish that C,(x) is solvable of 2-length one for 
x E Z(S)+. Then if H is not a C-group, S has the structure described in (ii). 
Centralizers of all involutions can be pinned down modulo core. If q > 8, 
cores are trivial as usual. If H is not a C-group, H has three classes of 
involutions and the Thompson order formula applied twice gives two 
different values for / H I. If q = 4, H z L,(q) by a theorem of Gorenstein- 
Harada [3]. 
We also have the following generalization of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Jinite group containing an elementary abelian 
2-subgroup A such that 1 A 1 > 4 and C,(a) = C,(A) = A x L for all 
a E A#, where L/O,,(L) z L,(2”), n > 1. Then either G/O,,(G) s HJ or G 
has an abelian 2-subgroup strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Let 4 = 2” and 1 A j = q’. Since A = 0,(&(a)) for all a E A#, 
A is a TI-set; since A < Z(C,(a)) for all a E A#, 1 N(B): C(B)] is odd for 
any B < A. 
Let 2 E Syl,(L), Q = A x Z, IV = NG(Q), V = N n L, m = N/C,(Q), 
m = Oz(m). Since r is irreducible on Z = [r, Q], and 1 IV(B): C(B)1 is 
odd for any B < A = Co(p), it follows easily that &? and w have irreducible 
constituents R, S, respectively, on Q, both containing Z. Thus R = Z x B, 
where B = R n A. Now since A is a TI-set and C,(B) = v c~ NR(B) 
if B > 1, Lemma 2.11 of [2] applies to the action of m on R. We get B = 1, 
or I R / = 8 and m induces a group of order 21 on R. In the latter case, 
however, an element of order 7 of M centralizes some a E A* since I A 1 2 4 
but does not normalize Z, against the structure of C,(a). Hence B = 1, 
i.e., R = Z. 
Note that q’ < q; otherwise since A is a TI-set and Q E Syl,(N,(A)), 
Q E Syl,(G) and we are done. By Clifford’s theorem, S is a direct sum of 
conjugates of R. Suppose S # Z. Then q’ = q and S = R x R, , where 
RI is m-invariant and hence R, = A. As 1 N(A): Q 1 is odd, a Sylow 
2-subgroup P of m has order 2. A and Z are P-conjugate so / Z(P)1 = q. 
Hence Q is characteristic in P, P E Syl,(G), and we are done by Corollary 5 
of [2]. So we may assume S = Z, i.e., Z 4 A? 
Since / N(A): C(A)1 is odd, we may assume that A is not weakly closed 
in Q; otherwise Q E Syl,(G). Because of the action of V and the fact that A 
is a TI-set, A has q conjugates in Q, whose union is Q - Z. Let m = N/Z. 
We consider the action of C = CdA) on the conjugates of A. Since V 
is a Hall 2’-subgroup of C,(u) for all a E A#, v  is a Hall 2’-subgroup of c. 
Clearly, then, the stabilizer of A is m, which cycles the remaining q - 1 
conjugates of A. Now if FE m and 3 has order 2 modulo 2, the fact that 
no element of A is a square (since no element of Q - Z is) yields that 
<& X) is elementary. So c > m. It follows that C/A IS sharply 2-transitive 
on the conjugates of A in Q, so is a Frobenius group, with kernel of order q. 
Thus N is 2-closed. Let P E Syl,(N); then H admits v  Frobeniusly, A < Z(P), 
and no element of A is a square. Thus P is elementary. Let D = [P, V]. 
Thus 1 D 1 = q2. 
Suppose D is not elementary. Then Z = QI(D) because of V. We may 
assume there are involutions in P - Q; otherwise P E Syl,(G) and Q is 
strongly closed. If  x E P - Q is an involution, then x = ad with a E A” 
and d E D - Z. Then a inverts d, and because of V, a inverts D elementwise. 
Since no element of A centralizes D, there is a unique coset of D in P 
containing involutions outside Q, If  Q1 g Q and Q1 < P, then P = QID 
and so Q1 n Q 4 Z. Hence Q1 = Q as all elements of Q - Z are conjugate 
into A, Therefore P E Syl,(G). Clearly N controls fusion in Q - Z, by the 
previous paragraph, N(P) n N(V) and hence N(P) n N(D) do as well. Let 
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Da, a E A#, be the unique coset containing involutions outside Za. If M 
is any maximal subgroup of P containing D but not a, then M n Q = QR,(M) 
and M contains no G-conjugate of a. By the Thompson transfer lemma, 
G has a normal subgroup of index 2, with a strongly closed abelian 2-sub- 
group, and we are done. 
So we may assume D is elementary. Since C,(a) = Z for all a E A#, 
D u Q contains all involutions of P. If no element of Q - Z is conjugate 
into D, then P E SyI,(G) and D is strongly closed in P. Otherwise, D and Q 
are conjugate, indeed in N(P), since P is the unique Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N(Q). Let T E Syl,(N(P)); then / T: P 1 = 2 as D and Q are the only 
elementary subgroups of P of order q2. Every such subgroup of T must 
in fact lie in P since T/P switches D and Q, so P = DQ is characteristic 
in T. Thus T E Syl,(G). 
Now Z is strongly closed in P but not in T (else we are done). Let 
x E T - P be an involution conjugate into Z. Let Z, = Z(T) = C,(x). 
Since Z is completely fused by V, x is in a Sylow center. Expand (Z, , x) < 
T* E Syl,(G), x E Z, * = Z(T*); let Z, = Z, n Z,*. Since Z is strongly 
closed in P, Z, n P* = Z, n Z*. If Z, $ Z*, then Z, n P* = Z, has 
index 2 in Z, . If Z, < Z*, then 4 r 1 N((Z, , x)): C((Z, , x))/ so 4 f ] Z: Z, 1, 
so again Z, has index 2 in Z, . Furthermore Zs = (Z, , x) is in a Sylow 
center. 
Let T = T/Z, F = C,(x). Thus P = {&?: a E A). For a E A#, aa” has 
order 4 and is inverted by X. Thus (u&)~ E Z, ; if (aa”)” E Z, , then aaz 
induces a nontrivial 2-automorphism on Zs , which is impossible. Since 
Z = sd,(F), we get Z/Z, = sZ,(F/Z,) and ZJZ, = @(P/Z,). Hence P/Z, is a 
direct product of an elementary group and a group with one involution. 
Therefore q = 4. If Z, = Z, then F is inverted elementwise by x; since 
Z = k?,(F) we get Z = 0(F), contradiction. Therefore 1 Z, 1 = 2. It follows 
that E = (F, x) z Qs o D, , T = EA, and indeed T is of type HJ (see [3]). 
By the main result of [3] and our hypothesis on Cc(a), G/O,,(G) z NJ, 
and the theorem is proved. 
It is easy to check that the only groups with a strongly closed abelian 
2-subgroup satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2 are A x L,(q), 
L,(q’) x L,(q), and La(q) 7. Z, (assuming no normal subgroups of odd order 
or index), by applying the main result of [2]. 
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